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I am the happiest when I get close to nature. Growing up in the city, I rarely had the
opportunity to enjoy the beauty of the Earth. As I grow older, I have involved myself with
a list of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) ever since 2015. It sparks the interest
in me to always try my best to protect the Earth, no matter how small the action is.

Driven by the thought, I applied for the Environment Project Director position in 
 Charisma Movement, and surprisingly I was accepted! It was an exciting, rollercoaster-
ride journey to conduct the project, and God has sent me an angel, Jaspreet Kaur to work
together with. Initially, the Wildlife Conservation Project 2021 was supposed to take place
at the Perhentian Island. However, the COVID-19 situation was worsening, so we had to
structure everything into a virtual project.

Prior to this experience, I did not know that an online volunteering project could be this
fun. With the support from the 13 passionate volunteers, we worked together as a team
for 2-months and 18-days. I am honestly so proud of how far the project has come and
how many goals we have achieved together. There were times when I felt lost but the
team was always there to support each other. To all the collaborators and partners of the
project, I would like to say a massive thank you for the endless support given to us in
running this project. Not to forget, Charisma Movement’s committee members were also
big help throughout the execution of WCP2021. I am forever grateful to have met all these
wonderful people.

I believe that every youth with any background of study and not only limited to
environmental study, could make a huge impact towards the environment. This project is
a living proof. To my dearest amazing volunteers, keep on striving to save the
environment. You are my dear, forever.  

Nurul Zafirah binti Hamka
Environmental Project Director 20/21

FOREWORD



Charisma Movement is a student-led organisation that aims to
encourage student volunteerism by providing a reliable and
sustainable framework for community service and leadership projects.
It was first founded with the support of the United Kingdom and Eire
Council of Malaysian Students (UKEC) in January 2011. In February
2017, it was rebranded under the sixth generation of this
establishment’s Executive Committee as an independent body. Along
with the team of Malaysian students from highly regarded universities
both locally in Malaysia and internationally from the United Kingdom
and Ireland, Charisma Movement has run and executed over eight
education projects all over Malaysia, including Kuala Lumpur,
Kelantan and Sabah. 

Over the years, Charisma Movement has expanded its focus to include
environmental conservation alongside its initial focus on education
and development. As the organisation does not believe in limiting
itself, we seek to enrich and empower our fellow Malaysians of all
ages by transforming their ideas into reality. 

With the commitment to promote environmental awareness and
appreciation, Charisma Movement has collaborated with many
organisations such as the World Wide Fund (WWF) for Nature and
Ma’Daerah Turtle Sanctuary Centre in 2016, Sea Turtle Research Unit
(SEATRU) of Universiti Malaysia Terengganu (UMT) in 2018 and Turtle
Conservation Society (TCS) in 2020. The project was rebranded to
Wildlife Conservation Project (previously known as Project Penyu) to
include a broader range of wildlife and environmental interests such
as terrapins, mangroves and fireflies. Our past projects have always
continued to be successes, and we are excited about the future
growths of our educational and environmental projects.

INTRODUCTION TO
CHARISMA MOVEMENT



INTRODUCTION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL

PROJECT 2021

The Virtual Wildlife Conservation Project is a 2-months and 18-days
volunteering project that started from Thursday, 17 June 2021 to
Sunday, 5 September 2021, with plans to promote a citizen scientist
program on wildlife animals, specifically the reef ecosystem as well as
the nesting and foraging marine turtles, terrapins and dolphins.
Initially, this project was supposed to be conducted physically as
planned. However, due to MCO and the rising cases of COVID-19 in
Malaysia, WCP 2021 has been restructured from physical to virtual
form as the safety of our volunteers remains our top priority. 

Besides, WCP plans to embed self-awareness and citizen scientist
education to the Malaysian youth. Not as wide-known as the marine
turtle, coral is a marine animal that people often neglect as a rock or
non-living thing, thus deteriorating its population in Malaysia. Hence,
we want to help conserve this marine wildlife and highlight the
relationship between sustainable tourism and its impact on the wildlife
animals in Malaysia, especially in the marine water. 

As the saying goes, a little goes a long way, we hope that WCP 2021
can inspire many more Malaysian youths to advocate for our
environment and share our responsibility in preserving and restoring
the wildlife ecosystem in Malaysia.



EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Objectives

1. To instil a sense of stewardship for the environment in Malaysian youth        
 through virtual learning of conservation work and physical mini-projects.
2. To embed the experience of the citizen scientist programme to youth with 
non-environment backgrounds. 
3. To inject the sense of the importance of sustainable tourism and its direct
impact on the wildlife and environment.
4. To raise awareness about wildlife conservation efforts to the public by
conducting post-event social media campaigns and school engagement. 
5. To engage with the local community and in acts of community service 
(i.e. beach clean-ups, mural painting).
6. To respond to the importance of waste management and water footprint in
Malaysia. 

15 students 
(3 groups, 5 per group)

7th-15th
August 2021

Google Meet
Slack 



Project proposal preparation

Dates
December 2020 
- January 2021

Send letters to applicants about the
restructuring of WCP from physical to virtual

18th May - 23rd May

Activity

18th April - 30th May WCP Recruitment - Recruitment Phase

June - July

24th May - 30th May

Announcement of successful volunteers
Sending info pack to successful
volunteers

"Know-Before-You-go": A training session
by the Charisma Movement's committee
members and some external organisation
speakers
Sharing sessions about the environment
and wildlife by environmentalists in
Malaysia or external organisations

Fundraising period

Bi-weekly trainings

Weekly meetings to supervise the progress of
volunteers

11th June

17th June Opening ceremony and ice breaking

WCP Recruitment - Interview Phase

PHASE 1

7th Aug - 15th Aug Virtual WCP 2021

Closing ceremony 

School engagement with SBPI Temerloh,
Pahang28th Aug - 29th Aug

5th Sept

PHASE 2

PROJECT TIMELINE



RECRUITMENT

  APPLICANTS                                                       

58                                  

  INTERVIEWEES                                                       
24                                 

  VOLUNTEERS                                                        
15                                 

- Youth aged 18 to 25 years
old with any background of
study.
- Can commit throughout the
entire project starting from
June until August 2021.
- Must practice manners of
respect, responsibility and
honesty.   
- Passionate to learn and
willing to work in a team.
                                                    

VOLUNTEER CRITERIA



VOLUNTEERS
DEMOGRAPHICS

 EDUCATION                                                       

 QTY                                                       

     IPTS
(Private uni)

 
         4                                                        

     IPTA 
 (Public uni)

        3                                                        

OVERSEAS                        

6                                

 AGE                                                       

 QTY                                                       

  20

   2                                                        

  21

   4                                                        

  23

   7                                            

 GENDER                                                       

 QTY                                                       

  MALE

      3                                                        

    FEMALE

         10                                      



PHASE 1
KNOW-BEFORE-YOU

-GO (KBYG)

‘Know-Before-You-Go’ is a pre-
departure training to prep the
volunteers with the skills and
knowledge needed for WCP 2021. 
                                                    

WCP 2021
Volunteers

June-July
2021

2-3 hours
per session

Google 
Meet



PHASE 1
KNOW-BEFORE-YOU

-GO (KBYG)

Fundraising? Easy!
Daniel Quilter, Founder of
Fuze Outdoor Sdn. Bhd.

Youth Empowerment in
Conservation

YUFE

You can be a teacher too!
UiTM Puncak Alam



PHASE 1
KNOW-BEFORE-YOU

-GO (KBYG)

Social Media for
Environment Advocacies

MyHutan

Fundraising? Easy!
 Sponsorship and

Fundraising team of
Charisma Movement

How to Conduct Your Own
Cleanup?

Rosnani binti Nazri,
Marine Research Station

(MARES) 



PHASE 1
FUNDRAISING



Mammals4Mammals
@mammals4mammals

 
                                                    

Since marine mammals, dusky langurs, and humans are all mammals, the team
decided to choose the name that highlights the similarity that we are all more

similar than we thought we are. Due to the pandemic, the team realized the
importance of sports as it was a good way of bringing people together and to

stay fit, hence this was one of the ways they have decided to fundraise. Several
volunteers were recruited to help out with this fundraising initiative.  Besides,

TikTok challenges were also introduced as a small initiative to spread
awareness and to fundraise. The logo was carefully created with red that

symbolizes urgency and suffering, beige that represents the innocence of the
animals, blue that symbolizes seriousness and sadness, black and white

animal illustrations which depicts that time is not constant and we need to take
actions before they extinct, or it shall be our history, hands that represents that

all mammals are being taken care by mother nature. 

Group Members
 

Ahmad Adeel Bin Ahmad
Kairus Reza

Jaspreet Kaur A/P Balbir
Singh

Nur Athirah Binti Md Yusuf
Nurul Najihah Binti Khairul

Najmy
Toh Yi Jin (Leader)

 

Volunteers
 

Arissa
Clarissa

Kevin
Ng Sher Ying

Sharon
Syahira

Vaishnavi
 

https://www.instagram.com/mammals4mammals/


Fitness Challenge
 

Anyone can sign up as a challenger for free via
google form and get their friends and followers to

challenge them to an exercise of their choice. To do
so, friends and followers would need to make a

small donation online. The top 3 groups and top 3
individuals who have fundraised the most received
a mystery gift and a winner certificate whereas the

rest of the challengers received a participation
certificate each.

Charity Fitness Classes
 

Mammals4Mammals collaborated with 6
professional coaches to host charity fitness

classes. The classes came with a fee of RM24
per ticket. They have also collaborated with 2
student athletes too with a lower fee of RM10

per ticket. 

Tiktok Challenge
 

Anyone can join the challenges by self-
nominating or via the nominations of other

TikTok creators. The challenges differ every
week across 3 weeks. Participants recorded

themselves performing the challenge and posted
it with our hashtags and nominations for others

to join the challenge. Our donation link was
added in their bio for the public to donate.

RM10 Fundraise
 

Our Instagram platform
(@mammals4mammals) was used to raise
awareness and set up the donation drive
via Sedunia. The public was encouraged

to donate as low as RM10 to instill the
habit of donating and to make them

realize that even the littlest amount can
make the difference to help the mammals. 

 

Mammals4Mammals
 

                                                
Fundraising Initiatives



TOTAL AMOUNT
FUNDRAISED

 

RM 6,382.32

                        

                       Collaborators

                                                 Fitness coach:

                    Muhammad Amirul Hakim          Clarissa Harmoko
                    Colleen Augustin                         Elliot Rice
                    Kevin Lee                                      Lau Hui Siong
                    Linora Low                                   Shen

                                                    Academy56
 

Langur Project
Penang    

MareCet Marine
Mammal Research
& Conservation

RM 2,377.41

RM 2,377.41

Amount donated to the
organisation from the team
                                                    

NGO
                                                    

BENEFICIARIES

Mammals4Mammals
 
 

                                                    



Reef-liable
@reef-liable

 
                                                    

With hopes that everyone can be reliable in spreading awareness and
educating others about coral conservation efforts in Malaysia, the team merged
the word ‘reef’ into ‘reliable’, hence forming the team’s name, Reef-liable. The
different types of corals wrapped in as seaweed in the shape of a heart in the

logo indicates the love the team has towards corals. Their slogan is “Be
responsible. Protect our reefs. Be Reef-liable.”. Reef-liable hosted a camp
called the Coral Awareness Matters Programme, or C.A.M.P. in short as its

fundraising campaign to donate to its causes. With the combined effort of both
the group members and volunteers, the camp was a great success.

Merchandises were also made available for sale to the public. The efforts by
Reef-liable were also published in Free Malaysia Today’s news.

Group Members
 

Aida Ameera Binti Abdul Raof
Alia Deanna Binti Faisal

(Leader)
Britney Loh Pui Yuin

Jason Ting
Nurul Zafirah Binti Hamka

 
 

Volunteers
 

Ainin Sofea Binti Shamsul Bahari
Lekhashree Reddy A/P N. Ravindran

Naylee Izzati Binti Zamri
Nur Athirah Binti Raduwan
Nur Izzahani Binti Hamka

Nur Naimah Seth Binti Abdul Rahim
Seth

Nur Syasya Aishah Binti Saidi Ali
 
 

https://www.instagram.com/reef_liable/
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/leisure/2021/08/30/reef-liable-racing-against-time-to-save-our-coral-reefs/


                        
The Coral Awareness Matters Programme (C.A.M.P.) was a weekend camp

filled with virtual symposiums such as opportunities for young
conservationists, youths who are passionate about the environment, and
all those who are looking for ways to help the Earth in any way they can

afford to. Activities such as themed forum discussions, games and
sharing sessions were conducted. This programme aimed to provide a
platform and a safe space for those who are passionate about wildlife
conservation efforts and bring together like-minded individuals into a
community where they can discuss such issues and network. Tickets

were sold at RM20 each for Friday’s and Saturday’s session and RM10 for
Sunday’s session. Merchandise was sold at RM35 which is inclusive of

Reefliable’s very own tote bag, 1 upcycled plastic coaster by Fuze Ecoteer
and 1 bamboo toothbrush by PYNGZeroWaste. 

 

Reef-liable
 

                                                    
Fundraising Initiative



                        
Date

 

ITINERARY OF C.A.M.P          

                        
Friday (23/7/21)

"Beyond What You
Sea"

 

                        
Time

 

                        
Activity

 
                        

2pm - 4pm
 

“What’s Wrong With Our
Reef?”: Discussion with

our invited guest speakers

                        
4pm - 6pm

 

“Online Escape Room: 
Ocean Mystery”

                        
7pm - 9pm

 

                        
Virtual Campfire

 
                        

2pm - 4pm
 

                        
"Mental Health Matters:

Conversation": Discussing the
importance of mental health in

the conservation field that
people often neglect

                         
Saturday (23/7/21)
"Health is Wealth"

 

                        
4pm - 6pm

 

“Art For The Soul”: 
Keeping calm with art

 

“Pour Your Heart Out”: 
A support group concept of 

sharing thoughts & ideas

                        
7pm - 9pm

 

                        
Sunday (25/7/21)
"Waste No More"

 

                        
"Compost 4 Reef": A talk & DIY

activity to learn your role in
reducing carbon footprint

5pm - 7pm

                        
Closing ceremony

                        
8pm - 10pm

Date: 23 - 25 July 2021
                                                    



TOTAL AMOUNT
FUNDRAISED

 

RM 4,252.18

                        

                  Partners and Sponsors 

Project YUFE
Wanderlalast

Advocating Youth
PYNG Zero Waste

Reduc.my

 

Alunan Coral
Project    
Perhentian Islands
Marine Research
Station (PMRS)

RM 900.86

RM 900.86

Amount donated to the
organisation from the team
                                                    

NGO
                                                    

BENEFICIARIES

Reef-liable
 

                                                    



The name “Oogway” was inspired by Master Oogway from the Kung Fu Panda
movie. The logo was carefully curated by the team where the color green

represents the turtles whereas the hand and the turtle depict the need for us to
protect and save the critically endangered terrapins and sea turtles. Several

fundraising initiatives were done by the team such as the zumba session,
which was an initiative to encourage the public to stay healthy and happy
throughout the MCO period. 4 volunteers were recruited to support these

initiatives. The digital illustration was a platform to provide an opportunity for
people to gift their special ones a customized art while the virtual eco camp

aimed to raise awareness on sea turtles and river terrapins as well as equip the
young participants with essential digital skills. 

Group Members
 

Ahmad Aleef Amirul Bin
Anuwa

Aina Fatini Binti Khairuzaki
Mohamad

Lee Wen Lynn
Priyadashini Saravanan

(Leader)
 

Volunteers
 

Bryan Lee Ewe Chuen
Chan Rui An

Chloe Hng Yin Jun
Stefany Soh Kah Yee

 

Oogway
  @oogway.wcp2021              

https://www.instagram.com/oogway.wcp2021/


Oogway
                           Fundraising Initiatives

Digital Ilustration

Activities     Description

Custom illustrations were sold at different
prices depending on the size and design of

illustration from RM20 onwards. 

Virtual Digital Eco Camp

A virtual 40-minutes Zumba session took place on
the 18th July 2021 from 10.30am to 11.10am. It was

hosted by a professional Zumba instructor, May
from the Myraz Dance Crew. Tickets were sold at
RM10 per person and RM12 per person, if signed

up in a team of 2.

Zumba

The 2-day virtual “Digital Eco-Camp” aimed
to raise awareness on the sea turtles and

river terrapins in a fun and engaging
manner. Targeting 8-12 years old students,
this camp also aimed to equip participants

with essential digital skills such as
Powerpoint and Excel skills. Participation of

RM59 per student was required to join. 
 



TOTAL AMOUNT
FUNDRAISED

 

RM 6,382.32
Turtle Conservation
Society of Malaysia    

Perhentian Turtle
Project

RM 2,304.21

RM 2,304.21

Amount donated to the
organisation from the team
                                                    

NGO
                                                    

BENEFICIARIES

Oogway
                           Fundraising Initiatives

Thursday (22/7/2021)

Games and ice-breakers

Gamified turtle discovery 1
Google slides workshop

Team presentations
Team Reflections 

Recap games

Gamified turtle discovery 2
Google sheets (Excel) workshop

Graphs and poster making
Prizes and reflections

Friday (23/7/2021)

9am - 9.30am

9.30am - 10.30am
10.30am - 11.30am

11.30am - 12pm
12pm - 12.30pm

9am - 9.30am

9.30am - 10.30am
10.30am - 11.30am

11.30am - 12pm
12pm - 12.30pm



PHASE 2
VIRTUAL WCP 2021



 Time ActivityDate

7/8/2021
9.30am - 11.30am

2.30pm - 5.30pm

Coral restoration by Alunan Coral Project

Coral mapping by Perhentian Marine Research
Station

29/8/2021
8pm-10pm

2pm-4pm

School engagement: Life after high school

School engagement: Dangers that langur
monkeys and dolphins face

28/8/2021
8pm-10pm

2pm-4pm

School engagement: How do we deal with
stress in a virtual world?

School engagement: How do we save our
turtles and corals?

15/8/2021

14/8/2021

8/8/2021

Langur talk by Langur Project Penang
Closing ceremony

Dolphin virtual tour by MareCet Marine
Mammal Research & Conservation

2pm - 4pm

10.30am - 12pm

Mini project: Cleanup

9am - 10am

2.30pm - 4pm

Virtual tour by Terengganu Conservation
Society of Malaysia

Turtle talk by Perhentian Turtle Project



Number of
participants

 

44 students 
(16 - 17 years old)

SDG
 

SDG4: Quality Education
SDG13: Climate Action

SDG14: Life Below Water
SDG15: Life On Land

 

Data collection
 

Via questionnaire towards the
end of the session during the

closing ceremony
 

Before the programme, what is your level
of knowledge about turtles and corals?

 

SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT

After the programme, what is your level of
knowledge about turtles and corals?

 



Before the programme, what is your level
of knowledge about langur monkeys and

dolphins?
 

SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT

After the programme, what is your level of
knowledge about langur monkeys and

dolphins?
 



Do you think the stress management and
virtual learning tips presented are

helpful?
 

Do you think the session is helpful in
planning the life after high school

session?
 

SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT



School engagement rate
 

SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT



IMPACT
MEASUREMENT

Know-Before-You-Go
(Phase 1)

 After

  4        9         0
  8        4         1
  9        4         0
  6        5         2                       

 0        5          8 
 0        5          8
 0        5          8
 1        4          8               

 0         5        10  
(Beginner) (Expert)                                        (Intermediate)

 0         5        10  
(Beginner) (Expert)                                         (Intermediate)

 Before

Level  of knowledge on corals

Level of knowledge on turtles (land, saltwater and freshwater turtles)

Level of knowledge on langur monkey

Level of knowledge on marine mammals

Level of exposure  to the invited organisations during the virtual tours

Ability to conduct an effective online event

Level of confidence in advocating and public speaking

Exposure on how youth/public can contribute in conservation (Citizen
Scientist)

Virtual Tour and School
Engagement

(Phase 2)

  9        4         0
  7        6         0
  9        4         0
  7        6         0
  10      3         0
   4       8         1
   6       5         2
  10      2         1                       

 0        7          6 
 0        7          6
 0        8          5
 0        9          4
 0        8          5
 0        5          8
 0        5          8
 0        6          7                  

 
Level of knowledge on online fundraising

 Level of exposure to the invited organisations 
during KBYG talks

Level of knowledge on how to manage students and 
increase awareness

 Level of understanding on youth environmentalist 
 and empowerment



IMPACT
MEASUREMENT

Data Collection
 

Questionnaires were given after the project ended.
 

SDGs: We implemented SDG in every mini project, activities
and task that we do.

 
Brand Audit and Waste Audit Form were provided by Trash

Hero Malaysia and Break Free From Plastic for the Mini
Project: Cleanup.

Total fundraised by Volunteers 
(Profit exclude expenses)

 

RM15,361.67
 

Total amount of donation

 
RM10,329.976

 



WCP 2021's Sustainable  
Development Goals

(SDG) 
 

SDG 4 SDG 12

SDG 13

SDG 14 SDG 15



Post-WCP 2021
Key Takeaways

 
 1. Reef-liable, a sub-project of Wildlife Conservation Project 2021,
was published on Free Malaysia Today: Lifestyle, titled ‘Reef-liable’
racing against time to save our coral reefs.

2. One of the volunteers, Lee Wen Lynn, designed a masterpiece
called “Time is Running Out” after attending a Turtle Talk by
Perhentian Turtle Project, during the Virtual WCP2021.

3. Two of the volunteers, Lee Wen Lynn and Priyadashini Saravanan,
led a project of data analytics under Data Analytics Consultancy
Network (DACN) to help the Perhentian Turtle Project in organising
PTP’s field data using Microsoft Power BI.

4. The volunteers created an Eco Camp Booklet for the school
engagement session which includes sharing tips on sustainable
living, conservation efforts and other useful tips.

5. The volunteers’ continuous conservation efforts were impactful
via the 3 sub-projects; Mammals4Mammals, Reef-liable and Oogway;
which was founded by them.

https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/leisure/2021/08/30/reef-liable-racing-against-time-to-save-our-coral-reefs/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CST42LvJ7SV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dacn/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1drUVPnTP3h06e1rTj3er01yMiH4lYShR/view


WCP PARTNERS

 
 

MareCet Marine Mammal 
Research & Conservation

Perhentian Turtle Project 
(PTP)

Alunan Coral Project

 
Perhentian Marine Research

Station (PMRS)

Langur Project Penang (LPP)

Turtle Conservation Society of
Malaysia (TCS)



WCP
COLLABORATORS

Fuze Ecoteer Outdoor 
Adventures Sdn. Bhd

 

MyHutan
Youths United For Earth

(YUFE)

Marine Research Station 
(MARES)



FINANCES
Income

 
(RM)

Group Expenditure

Oogway

Reference

6,382.32 375.00 N006

Reef-liable 4,252.18 725.00 N008

Mammals4Mammals
(M4M)

326.55 Claim from sedunia-
reefliable

6,828.65

N018

60.00

Claiming from sedunia,
payment to tiktoker

Merchandise payment
for Fuze Ecoteer
Payment to PYNG eco
toothbrush
Payment for totebag
orders - Reefliable

1.

2.

3.

50.00 N014

514.93

Payment made to Turtle
Conservation Society

N015 Claim from sedunia-
tiktok payment

50.00 N016 Claim from sedunia-
tiktok payment

N017 Sedunia Claim

Notes

Group Revenue (w/o calculating Total Expense)

6,007.32

3,200.63

6,153.72

Oogway

Reef-liable

Mammals4Mammals
(M4M)

Amount
(RM)



FINANCES
Amount

(RM)
Summary of total expenses

For TCS's Merchandises

Ref

235.00 N001

N004

Marecet's Deposit Payment 300.00 N002

N003CM shirt postage to Zaf

375.00

WCP21 Starter Kit

10.60

N00524.90

Postage Fee (Unclaimed)

69.20

N007133.70

Alunan Coral deposit 
payment 

N009Payment to Fuze Ecoteer
NGO

68.30

N010Final payment to TCS NGO

N011Payment to LPP NGO

WCP21 Starter Kit

WCP21 Starter Kit

1,650.00

300.00

400.00

Payment to Alunan Coral
Project

375.00 N012

Payment to Marecet NGO 300.00 N013

Claim for School
Engagement

240.00 N019

Volunteer Prizes 550.00 N020/N021

Total Expenses 4,196.70

Average expense per group 1,398.90

Group

4,754.824,608.42 1,801.73

Oogway Reef-liable M4M

Group Net Profits
(RM)

Notes
Shirts are paid for with those in stock.

Total paid for by CM is capped at RM835.00 (excluding CM shirts.)
Paid for by CM to a max of RM835.00.



WORDS FROM WCP
VOLUNTEERS

Ahmad Adeel bin Ahmad Kairus Reza 
(Team: Mammals4Mammals)

I’ve met people who were really dedicated towards the
conservation of animals and the environment. I’ve learned how to
manage my time better in organizing my work. I’ve also learned
about making consideration towards others as other people might
have a busier schedule.

Nur Athirah binti Md Yusuf 
(Team: Mammals4Mammals)

 
I found myself improved a lot in many ways. More importantly,

I’m getting more at ease with expressing my thoughts and
ideas. I also had the opportunity to work, deal and manage

events and programmes. Meeting new friends from different
backgrounds is great despite meeting virtually. Everyone is

very vigorous and fully committed to our funding programmes
and activities. All in all, I feel honoured and grateful to be part

of the team!

Nurul Najihah binti Khairul Najmy 
(Team: Mammals4Mammals)

 
I loved every moment of it! The Wildlife Conversation Project
has definitely been an amazing experience for me. I learned

how to conduct my own fundraiser, and I had the opportunity
to work with like-minded people who shared the same

passions and interests as me, all while saving the environment
in the comfort of my own home!



Toh Yi Jin 
(Team: Mammals4Mammals)

 
WCP was really a leap out of my comfort zone because there was
so much uncertainty involved in the success of the fundraisers. I
remember being so stressed about the participation rate, but with
my teammates' and volunteers' support, the result turned out so
much better than what we had initially aimed for. This experience
really taught me that we can achieve anything as long as we put

our mind to it!

Ahmad Aleef Amirul bin Anuwa 
(Team: Oogway)

 
This is the most exciting programme that I have ever joined.

Despite having different backgrounds, we manage to come up
with lots of cool ideas to make this work. I am beyond grateful to

be working with these beautiful people. Not to forget, we have
two angels, Zafirah and Jaspreet, who guided us throughout the

project. Both of them are super amazing! All in all, I can say
WCP2021 was really impactful as we all learned lots of new
things. It really brought the best out of us in order for us to

become better with a more responsible mindset.
 

Aina Fatini binti Khairuzaki Mohamad 
(Team: Oogway)

 
Through WCP2021 with CM, I definitely expanded my

volunteering experience onto another level. Not only did I learn
so much about environmental issues, I also got to share the

knowledge with school students and be a part of the organising
team for the school engagement program. Needless to say, there
was a lot of growth for me personally as a person and as a team

member. I have also went beyond my limits and beyond my
education background as I’ve never learn so much about turtles,
corals and the wildlife academically. Now that I’ve learn it at the
basic level, I know what to search for when F feel like learning

them! As a brand new Chariswoman, I’ll surely continue to
spread awareness about the environment issues that we’re

dealing with and continue the conversation efforts. A huge thank
you to Zaf & Jas and CM for the opportunity. I’m forever grateful
to be a part of this journey together with these amazing people. 
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Lee Wen Lynn 
(Team: Oogway)

 
The Wildlife Conservation Project 2021 has given me a
platform and purpose to champion a cause close to my
heart. It has given me the opportunity to do things I've

always wanted to do and gained experiences which I will
remember for a lifetime. I could not think of a better way to

spend my 2021 summer. Despite it being virtual, the
enthusiasm and passion of each member made the whole

experience much more memorable.

Priyadashini 
(Team: Oogway)

 
I learned about the environment and made many new friends.

 
 

Wan Nur Marrsya Binti Mohamad Fuad 
(Team: Oogway)

 
I am truly grateful for the experience, although it ended up being

virtual only. I learned how to manage and handle projects
virtually, which is a valuable skill at the moment because of this

pandemic. I am also truly grateful for the opportunity to meet new
people and be friends with everyone. I am inspired by everyone's

story. It gave me the motivation to do better. To be honest,
because this project was conducted virtually, I have improved my

skills in using applications such as Google Sheets, Excel and
Canva.
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Aida Ameera binti Abdul Raof 
(Team: Reef-liable)

 
I think what’s special about WCP project and being a part of Reef-
liable is that it gives you hands-on experiences such as doing the

fundraising on your own, thus
giving a sense of ownership and responsibility towards the project.
You'll understand the issues more in-depth as well. For instance, I
learnt a lot about corals reefs since I am fundraising for it. I enjoy
every part of working with Reef-liable. Each of the members has
their own strengths. Reef-liable helped me achieve things I never
thought I could. I honestly did not expect Reef-liable could go this
far. This is my first fundraising project, and I am so proud of it not
just because of the amount fundraised, but also how we managed

to bring together like-minded and passionate people during our
fundraising event, CAMP. I also had fun handling the merchandise;
it felt like running a small business. I'm only 20 years old and have

little experience being a committee member, but I have
tremendously learned and improved my soft skills through Reef-
liable. I honestly would love to maintain Reef-liable's work and

might do more projects using that account in the future.
 

Alia Deanna Faisal 
(Team: Reef-liable)

 
Joining WCP has definitely changed my perspective on the

conservation efforts in Malaysia; I’ve met so many people who
have exposed me to different views that I’ve never thought of

before. WCP has also led me to opportunities that came
subsequently from this experience and opened many doors to

advocate for sustainability in the field I’m pursuing. Truly grateful
for this experience.

Britney Loh Pui Yuin 
(Team: Reef-liable)

 
The Wildlife Conservation Project as a whole was a new

experience for me as I didn't know much about conservation.
It opened up a new perspective that has taught me so much.
I've connected with people of similar interests and those who

are passionate to protect the environment. The volunteers,
along with directors of this project have inspired and guided

me to achieve my goals as a WCP volunteer. I've learned
more about the environment and methods we can implement
to save it in these two months than I've ever had in my whole
life. This project helped ignite my passion to further protect

the environment as best as I can as an individual.
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Jason Ting Siong Kai 
(Team: Reef-liable)

 
During the summer holiday, I was welcomed into the circle

of passionate conservationists and was granted the
opportunity to work with like-minded individuals in starting

a campaign to donate for a good cause. Although the
pandemic halted us from meeting in person, this definitely

did not stop us from connecting and supporting one
another. Through my experience in Charisma Movement
and Reef-liable, I was constantly humbled by everyone's

work ethic and benevolence.
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